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FIG. 1: The two-photon source emits one photon into the










contains the information about object 1. Another
photon is emitted into modes j
0





describing object 2. On the output side, there is an
array of detectors, each measuring the photon number of a
specic output mode.











































does not operate on the primed vectors.
It may be prudent, at this point, to establish that the
mode sets on the input and output side of object 1 or
2 do not have to be of the same type, as long as both
are enumerable and orthonormal. For any given object,





. On the detector side it is convenient
to work in the eigenmodes of the detectors. Then, the

































































By inserting the resolution of the identity twice into






























FIG. 2: Schematic drawing of \bucket detection" of the pho-
ton emitted into the primed modes corresponding to the lower
detector array in the gure.
where h
1






















The expression above is the direct discrete-mode equiva-
lent to Eq. (8) in Ref. [9]. If one permutes the indices q
and q
0
, and lets the index 1! 2 in Eqs. (4) and (6), one





Now, assume that both photons in the photon pair are
considered. The output state after the interaction with
























operate in dierent vector spaces, they commute.
The probability of registering a correlated detection event
between detector q and detector q
0






























A \bucket detector" is a multimode detector where all
the modes propagating through an object are measured
jointly. Hence, the information about the location of the
detected photon (or equivalently, in what mode the pho-
ton was detected) is \erased." A schematic of such a de-
tector is depicted in Fig. 2. In this case, the probability
of photon detection in mode q (the marginal probabil-



































If we assume that the state from the source is entangled
such that '(i; j) = '(i)Æ
ij
0





















































). Replacing the sum
3over q
0


















This is the discrete counterpart of Eq. (12c) in Ref. [9].
Comparing expressions (6) and (8), Abouraddy et al.
claim that \based on classical probability analysis one
would intuitively expect that p
1
(q) would be equal to
p
1
(q). This is not always the case, however." From














). However, we shall now prove that if the
reference object is lossless, the two expressions are equal.
























































































































































is an arbitrary, unitary operator. Hence, from




































This relation implies that Eqs. (4) and (8) are identical if





. Hence, in this case, nothing is gained by
using distributed quantum imaging over single photon
(per necessity, uncorrelated) imaging. The single-photon
state Tr
2
(^) will give the same detection statistics as ^.





, that is, it is the modes through the test
object that are detected with the \bucket detector." This
imaging principle is called \quantum holography" [10] or
\two-photon coincidence imaging" [11]. Abouraddy et
al. [10] claimed that it is possible to use entanglement
between the states in the primed and unprimed modes





even if the photons traversing it are detected with
a bucket detector, such as a sphere coated on the inside
with a photosensitive lm that surrounds it. However,
Bennink et al. showed that if the test object is lossless,
then the bucket detector always clicks, eectively tracing
out all information about the test object. Hence, quan-
tum holography of such test objects does not work.
However, assume that the test object (object 2) is lossy.
It is clear that in this case the reference object (object 1)
should be lossless, as losses will only introduce additional














. If the reference object is lossless, it is rather ob-
vious that if a two-photon (possibly) entangled state j	i
is used, its quantum holography detection statistics will

































Hence, it seems to us that entangled-state holography
with bucket detection of any object is of limited use, since
identical results can be obtained using classical states.
This was what Bennink et al. [11] demonstrated experi-




(q) in their ex-
periment very clearly brought out the information en-
coded in the mask although all the photons interacting
with the (lossy) mask were detected by a bucket detector.
Above, we have shown that distributed quantum imag-
ing and quantum holography with a lossless reference ob-
ject (but, in general, a lossy test object) will not oer
anything imaging with classical states cannot provide.
Bennink et al. [11] proved that quantum holography of
a lossless test object also can be mimicked by classical
states. Now, we will treat the case when both object 1
and 2 are lossy. The standard way of including losses is
to extend the two original sets of modes with auxiliary
modes. We shall do so by assuming that the respec-
tive detector eigenmodes constitute only a subset of the
primed and unprimed modes. To be realistic we can as-
sume that only the photons in N (N
0
) of the unprimed
(primed) modes are detected, and that these modes are




; : : : ; N
0
). The probability of de-













































































From Eq. (15), we see that photodetection probability
P
1
(q) is simply the sum over all the detection events q
0













) and the probability of detecting one pho-







; : : : ; N
0
. This is just what one expects intuitively.







Now, denote the probability of not detecting the pho-


































































. It is quite obvious that this state, that
lacks any correlation between the photon in the primed





(q) to the corresponding
distribution of the state ^ (that may be entangled). Note













is an operation lo-
cal in the primed modes. However, this is, in general, not
a physically accessible state since it may contain excita-









; : : : ; N
0
can be ex-
cited, then one cannot, in general, mimic the photodetec-
tion statistics of the two lossy objects illuminated by an
two-photon entangled state, with a classically correlated
state. However, even if this is not the case, we do not see
what could be gained by using entanglement, because, in
general, loss will destroy the entanglement of a quantum
state more rapidly than it will reduce the correlations
in a classical state. Since we have shown that in the
case when the reference object is lossless, entanglement
combined with bucket detection oers no improvement
for neither two-photon imaging nor for quantum holog-
raphy, we conjecture that if bucket detection of one of
the photons is used, entangled two-photon imaging never
oers any advantage over (classically) correlated-photon
imaging.
An eect similar to \quantum holography," but not to
be confused with it, has been demonstrated in Refs. [12,
13], where a diraction pattern could be read out trough
the joint probability distribution of a two-photon state,
although the marginal probability distributions did not
show any diraction pattern. This is an eect due to
entanglement and the fact that bucket detection was not
used. To model such an eect in the simplest possible




































(1; 1) = h
2





(2; 2) = 1=
p
2. One can then readily show that
p(1; 1
0
) = p(2; 2
0
) = 1=2 and p(1; 2
0
) = p(2; 1
0
) = 0. That
is, which one of the (two) detectors behind each object
that will \click" is totally unpredictable. The statistics of
either detector pair alone do not contain any information
about object 2. This is so regardless if one simply ignores
the outcome of the other detector pair, or if one uses a
bucket detector (that, in this case, always will \click").
Due to the input-state entanglement, there is, however,
a perfect correlation between the joint detection events.
The correlation statistics hence reveal (some) informa-
tion about the object.
In summary, we have shown that although entangled
two-photon imaging may bring out eects that cannot
be mimicked by any classical source, the advantage with
this imaging method is lost if \bucket detection" of one
of the photons is employed, at least if the reference ob-
ject is lossless (and this ideal case is what one should
strive for, since it gives the optimal information about
the test object). To capitalize on the unique properties
of two-photon imaging, the detection joint probability
distribution needs to be retained.
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